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By Claire Kendal

HarperLuxe. Paperback. Condition: New. An obsessive quest to solve the mystery of her older
sisters disappearance puts a young woman in mortal jeopardy in this taut, sophisticated novel of
psychological suspense from the author of the truly riveting (New York Times) The Book of You. An
intoxicating cocktail of loyalty and secrets, lies and betrayal, reminiscent of Rosamund Luptons
Sister and Kimberly McCreights Reconstructing Amelia. A decade ago, Ella Brookes older sister,
Miranda, vanished without a trace. With every passing year, Ella has come to resemble more closely
the sister she lostthe same dark hair, the same piercing blue eyesand now shes the same age
Miranda was when she disappeared. Ella has never let go of her sister. She can still feel Mirandas
presence, still hear her voice. She still talks to her. What holds Ella together is her love for her
sisters ten-year-old son and her work as a self-defense expert helping victims. Ella is certain that
Miranda was taken, and that one man is key to her disappearance: Jason Thorne. The tabloids
report that a new link has been found connecting Miranda to this sadistic serial killer locked away
in a psychiatric hospital. Ignoring warnings from the police...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. I am just very happy to tell you that this is
the greatest pdf i have study inside my individual existence and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Miss Laurie Waters IV-- Miss Laurie Waters IV

Most of these publication is the greatest publication o ered. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading period of time. You can expect to like just how the
article writer create this publication.
-- Eddie Schuppe-- Eddie Schuppe
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